NEA/011

North Essex Authorities
Mr Roger Clews
Planning Inspector
Examination Office
Sent by email
3rd May 2019
Dear Sir,
Re: NEAs’ April update on Local Plan progress
1. Please find enclosed the NEAs’ April update on Local Plan progress for your
information. We can confirm that the project remains on track to deliver on the
previously advised timescale.
2. Please also find attached the further legal opinion on the Sustainability
Appraisal of Section 1 of the NEAs’ Local Plans that you have previously
requested.
3. As ever, we would appreciate any comments you may have on the content of
this update. If you do have any comments, then please get in touch via the
Programme Officer and we will be pleased to respond to any queries.
Yours sincerely,
Emma Goodings – Braintree District Council
Karen Syrett – Colchester Borough Council
Gary Guiver – Tendring District Council

NEAs’ April Update
Issue identified in 8th
June letter (with
paragraph number(s))
A120 improvements
(para 37)

Summary of the NEAs’ approach to addressing the
identified issue

Update on progress

Further evidence on the funding mechanism for A120
improvements will be sought from the Department for Transport
(DfT) to provide more certainty over their deliverability.
Additionally, the NEAs will submit details of Essex County
Council’s (ECC’s) favoured route option which was announced
in June 2018.

Following the receipt of the letter from DfT
previously reported to you, the NEAs now await
the announcement on RIS2 later this year.

A12 improvements
(para 37)

Feasibility work on alternative rerouting of the A12 is taking
place as part of the Housing Infrastructure Fund (HIF) process.
ECC is leading the HIF bid related to A12 improvements on
behalf of the NEAs. Following on from the initial shortlisting for
funding, ECC anticipates submission of the full feasibility work
and business case justification to MHCLG in March 2019.

Following the submission of the HIF bids1 and
site visits from the review teams, the NEAs are
awaiting MHCLG’s decision on these funding
applications.

In addition to the HIF process the NEAs are working closely with
Highways England in planning route options for the A12 which
take account of the proposed Colchester Braintree Borders
Garden Community.
Rapid transit system
(RTS)
(paras 38-43)
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The NEAs have commissioned further feasibility work on the
proposed North Essex RTS. This work will address the specific
points raised in your 8th June letter at paragraphs 42 and 43,
namely:
•
determining which modal option is to be used and its
capital cost implications;
•
establishing the feasibility and capital cost of its route(s)
on the ground, including its alignment outside the Garden
Communities themselves;

The further feasibility work on the North Essex
Rapid Transit System is ongoing with recent
work looking at detailed route options, traffic
modelling and commercial viability. The relevant
Housing Infrastructure Fund application has
informed much of this work. The study is on
schedule.

https://www.essexhighways.org/uploads/docs/a12-vision_v7.pdf; https://www.essexhighways.org/uploads/docs/a120-a133-hif.pdf.

•
•

refining passenger and revenue forecasts; and
establishing a timescale for its delivery in stages.

Additionally, the work will identify the range of costs involved in
delivering and providing the RTS, as well as the sources of
funding and financing to meet these costs. The NEAs will
ensure that potential operators are involved in the development
of the RTS proposal.
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Additional work by transport consultants
continues to be progressed to support the m
odal share targets in the Garden Communities,
which also remains on track.

Marks Tey railway station
relocation
(para 47)

The NEAs and ECC have engaged with Network Rail and
Greater Anglia to understand in more detail the implications of
relocating Marks Tey railway station to a more central location
in the Colchester Braintree Borders Garden Community. The
outcome of this engagement will inform the NEAs’ strategy in
relation to public transport provision within and around the
Garden Community, particularly in relation to the meeting of the
modal share targets to which the NEAs are committed.

Alongside working with Network Rail and
Greater Anglia on the potential to move Marks
Tey railway station, the NEAs have been
working to draw up costed plans to improve
accessibility at the existing station including
better connections for walking, cycling and
public transport. ECC has now received a draft
report relating to the order of magnitude of
works required at the railway station to
accommodate future growth. This work is now
the subject of discussions between Network Rail
and ECC.

Assumed build-out rates
(para 53)

NEGC Ltd and the NEAs will commission consultants to look at
the assumed delivery rates of housing in the Garden
Communities. This work will involve analysis of the demand side
of delivery including market absorption rates, as well as the
supply side including modern methods of construction.

The NEAs’ work on a topic paper on build out
rates continues to be refined to reflect additional
demand data and comparisons with build out
rates across the country. The NEAs also
understand that Government will shortly publish
its response to the Letwin Review2 which will be
referenced in the paper. The topic paper
remains on schedule.

Independent Review of Build Out - Final Report, Rt Hon Sir Oliver Letwin MP (October 2018)

Allocation of new builds
between Local Planning
Authorities (LPAs)
(para 54)

The NEAs will agree how housing supply will be allocated
amongst relevant LPAs in the event of a shortfall in planned
delivery.

The NEAs are currently devising an equitable
method of apportioning any potential shortfall in
housing delivery at the Garden Communities
between the relevant LPAs. This agreement will
result in modification to Section 1 of the NEAs’
Local Plans.

Viability evidence
(paras 55, 64, 66-68, 7273, 78-80, 83- 86)

NEGC Ltd and the NEAs have undertaken significant financial
viability work since the Examination hearing sessions took
place. Updated evidence will address the concerns raised in
your 8th June letter including the approach to contingency, land
purchase costs, affordable housing as well as updating the
wider analysis of scheme costs and values.

The NEAs are in the process of preparing
viability evidence which takes account of the
wider evidence base (and any cost and value
implications) to ensure consistency of approach.
NEGC Ltd are separately carrying out viability
work on the implications of developing the
Garden Communities under the evolving locallyled New Town Development Corporation model.
Both pieces of work are evolving in line with
other areas of the evidence base and both
remain on schedule.

State aid
(para 70)

The NEAs will receive further advice on the potential concerns
raised over state aid implications to the assumed interest rates
within the financial viability evidence.

The NEAs have received advice that confirms
that their approach to delivery is in compliance
with restrictions on state aid. The NEAs will
ensure that this advice is reviewed and updated
as necessary as the viability evidence evolves
and is completed.

Employment forecasting
and provision
(paras 61, 140-142)

The NEAs will undertake further analysis to consider
employment land and floorspace to ensure consistency across
the evidence base.

The NEAs have agreed an approach to defining
indicative employment land and floorspace
figures for inclusion in the site-specific policies in
Section 1. The NEAs are now working with the
consultants to prepare a report which will be
submitted to the Examination. This work remains
on track.

Infrastructure planning,
phasing and delivery
(paras 132-133, 144)

The NEAs have commissioned consultants to set out the
infrastructure planning, phasing and delivery of each Garden
Community taking into the account the concerns raised in your
8th June letter. This work will provide further information on
infrastructure requirements, cost benchmarking, site capacity
analysis and scheme phasing.

The infrastructure planning, phasing and
delivery work continues and due to the nature of
this work’s drawing together of other areas of
the evidence base, it will evolve in parallel with
them. The recently submitted HIF bids have
informed the evolution of this work.
In respect of the Colchester Braintree Borders
Garden Community, this piece of evidence will
ensure that all A12 route options are properly
planned for and taken account of in the final
document.
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Sustainability Appraisal
(SA)
(paras 119-129)

The NEAs have commissioned new consultants to carry out an
additional SA of Section 1. The revised SA methodology will
closely follow the recommendations contained in your 8th June
letter.

Following the consultation on the methodology
of the Additional Sustainability Appraisal, the
consultants, LUC, hosted the ‘check and
challenge’ workshop on 29th March. The
methodology and approach to the SA will
continue to reflect feedback from stakeholders
albeit within the parameters you have previously
set out. The work remains on track.

Habitats Regulations
Assessment (HRA)
(para 27)

The Section 1 HRA will be updated to take account of the
recent European Court of Justice decision3.

The NEAs have reviewed the legality of the HRA
and have commissioned consultants to ensure it
is compliant with the aforementioned case-law.
This work remains on track within the required
timescales.

Delivery mechanisms
(paras 85, 87-92)

The NEAs will provide an update to the Examination on the
developments which have taken place in relation to the potential
delivery mechanisms for the Garden Communities, including
locally-led New Town Development Corporations.

The NEAs are in the process of preparing a
topic paper which provides further information
on the composition and function of potential
delivery bodies to deliver the Garden

People Over Wind and Peter Sweetman v Coillte (C-323/17) and subsequent related cases.

Communities. In particular the topic paper draws
together recent advances in the evolution of the
locally-led New Town Development
Corporations. This topic paper remains on
schedule.

IN THE MATTER OF:
NORTH ESSEX AUTHORITIES
SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL WORK IN CONNECTION
WITH SECTION 1 LOCAL PLAN

______________________________

FURTHER OPINION
_______________________________

Introduction

1.

Further to my Opinion dated 21 March 2019, I am asked to address questions raised
by the Inspector on the developing Sustainability Appraisal/SEA, as follows.

2.

His letter dated 21 November 2018 addressed, inter alia, the Lightwood letter of 24
October 2018, stating (paragraph 13) that Lightwood’s points concern (a) LUC’s
proposal to use different evaluation criteria from those used previously for the further
SA work that they propose to undertake, and (b) whether there has been a proper
scoping process for the Section 1 Plan as a whole. He stated in paragraph 15:
“If my assumption and inference are correct, on the information
currently before me I consider it unlikely that substantial prejudice to
any party would arise specifically from changes in the evaluation criteria
to be used in the further SA work, given the extent of the proposed
consultation process on any such changes…”.
Paragraph 16 addressed Lightwood’s point (b), leading to paragraph 17 which stated:
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“Notwithstanding an absence of complaints, I suggest that it would be
prudent for the NEAs to seek a legal opinion on whether the process
they describe here meets the requirements of the Environmental
Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004, and in
particular Regulation 12(5) in respect of consultation on the scope and
level of detail of the SA Report for the Section 1 Plan as a whole. The
legal opinion would need to consider whether the relevant requirements
of the Regulations have been followed; and if any have not, whether any
prejudice potentially caused thereby is capable of being remedied, and
what the necessary remedial steps would be”.

3.

Paragraph 6 of his letter of 10 December 2018 stated:
“The legality of the SA scoping for the Section 1 plan as a whole, and
consultation thereon, is a separate (and wider) issue from the more
narrow point of the legality of making changes to the assessment criteria
for further SA work. In my view it would be sensible to resolve this
wider issue soon, if that is possible, rather than leaving it to be
considered at the hearing sessions later next year”.

It is plainly appropriate that these matters be addressed at this stage.

4.

The courts have made it clear, time and again, that any scrutiny of the process
required by the Local Plan Regulations and the SEA Directive and Regulations can
only take place in the light of a detailed assessment of the facts in any given case. It is
therefore necessary to set out the background to this matter in some detail.

Background
5.

Three local planning authorities, Braintree District Council, Colchester Borough
Council and Tendering District Council have come together to form the NEA’s.
Individually, they originally embarked on their respective programmes for local plan
replacement with separate drafts for each authority. In July 2014 Colchester Borough
Council published its then Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report. Consultation on
this document took place between 1 July and 5 August 2014. The Report made
2

reference to the need to develop greenfield land for housing, but contained no
reference to large settlements/ garden communities. In December 2014 Braintree
District Council published its SA Scoping Report. This made reference (paragraph
2.3) inter alia to “…new settlements which could follow Garden City or Garden
Suburb design principles”. Braintree consulted on this document in January/March
2015. In June 2015 Tendering District Council published its Sustainability Appraisal
Scoping Report. Its approach to major new development reflected that for Colchester.
Consultation on this Report took place later in 2015.

6.

In June 2016 the three authorities published a Memorandum of Co-operation:
Collaborative Working on Strategic Growth Priorities in North and Central Essex. It
recorded the joint decision to produce a common strategic section for the current
reviews of each of the local plans, “Part 1” (now called Section 1).

7.

SA of the Section 1 plan was carried out by Essex County Council’s Place Services at
both the Preferred Options and the Draft Publication Stage. The resulting reports were
published for consultation alongside the Plan in June 2016 and June 2017
respectively. No further Scoping Report was prepared at either stage. The 2016 SA
Report contains an assessment of the preferred spatial strategy and four alternatives to
it, and an assessment of eleven GC options, of which three were selected for inclusion
in the Preferred Options version of the Plan.

8.

The 2017 SA appraised three different approaches to strategic growth, and an
assessment of the cumulative impacts of the three allocated GC’s and of nine
alternative combinations.
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9.

Paragraph 95 of the Inspector’s letter dated 8 June 2018 stated:
“It may be that the NEA’s had decided, before the 2016 report was
complete, which GC’s they wished to include in the preferred options
version of the Plan. That in itself is not unlawful, provided that the SA is
approached with an open mind, and that its results and the consultation
responses on it are taken into account in the ongoing preparation of the
Plan. Similarly, the fact that the spatial strategy and the three allocated
GC’s remained essentially unchanged between the preferred options and
the submitted versions of the Plan is not necessarily evidence of a
closed-minded approach to plan preparation. The important question is
whether the SA and the related plan preparation processes were carried
out lawfully and with due regard to national policy and guidance”.
Paragraph 96 went on to identify three principal shortcomings in those respects.

10.

The Inspector went on to conclude that, because of his identified shortcomings, he
concluded that it had not been demonstrated that the chosen spatial strategy is the
most appropriate one when considered against the reasonable alternatives, as the tests
of soundness require. He went on to make suggestions as to how those shortcomings
might be rectified. In doing so, he relied on the principle that deficiencies in SA may
be rectified, or “cured”, by later SA work, established in the Cogent Land case and
restated by the Court of Appeal in No Adastral New Town Ltd.

11.

Paragraphs 123-129 set out detailed suggestions for further SA work.

12.

Separately from SA matters, the Inspector had identified his grounds for concluding
that the GC proposals were not adequately justified and had not been shown to have a
reasonable prospect of being viably developed. “As submitted, they are therefore
unsound”: paragraph 130. He identified three Options for the NEA’s to consider, of
which Option 2 would involve the NEA’s carrying out the necessary further work on
the evidence base and SA. Paragraph 152 indicated that it would be necessary to
4

suspend the examination of Section 1 while the identified work was carried out and
consultation on the SA and any revised strategic proposals takes place.

13.

By letter dated 19 October 2018 the NEA’s set out to the Inspector their choice of
Option 2. They advised the Inspector that new independent consultants, LUC, had
been appointed to carry out the further SA work, and enclosed a proposed scope for
that work (dated October 2018).

14.

In his letter dated 21 November 2018 the Inspector observed (paragraph 6) that the
NEA’s are approaching the necessary further work on the SA and the evidence base
“with an appropriately open mind and without preconceptions as to the outcome. That
is important if the further work is to be carried out successfully…”

15.

The NEA’s responded on 30 November 2018. Among other matters, the letter
confirmed the extent of intended consultation on the LUC Method Scoping Statement.

16.

The Inspector responded by letter dated 10 December 2018. He confirmed that the
amendments that had been made to the Method Scoping Statement (now the
December 2018 version) dealt appropriately with his points. He thanked the NEA’s
for confirming that the proposed consultation on the Statement will include
consultation on the proposed revised assessment criteria, and will involve all those
who took part in the examination hearings held in January and May 2018. He stated
that now all the NEA’s proposals for further work on the evidence base and SA have
been clarified, it was appropriate to announce a pause in the examination while that
further work takes place.
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17.

The LUC Method Scoping Statement dated December 2018 refers to the main
objective to address the shortcomings of previous SA work “…while retaining
consistency with the SA objectives used to date in the SA”: 1.14. LUC consider it
“…good practice and appropriate to carry out further consultation on the scope and
level of detail of the additional SA work to be carried out…”: 1.16. The additional SA
work is designed to address the Inspector’s concerns, and will form an addendum to,
and will need to be read in conjunction with, the SA (June 2017) of the Plan as a
whole: 2.1. The previous sustainability objectives “…will continue to be used to
frame the additional SA work in order to maintain consistency”: 2.8.

18.

LUC draw attention to certain deficiencies in the SA work to date, and state (2.11):
“Due to the shortcomings, LUC does not intend to use the Garden
Community framework in the additional SA work. Instead, it is
proposed that the assessment of alternative locations for strategic
development is guided by a new set of assessment criteria that are
clearly linked to the SA Framework. These criteria are set out in
Appendix 1”.

19.

The approach to alternatives is addressed: 2.17, 2.18. Also, LUC proposes to carry out
SA of non-Garden Community options so that an equivalent level of detail is
available to inform combinations of alternative locations for strategic development for
all the spatial strategy options to be tested: 2.19.

20.

The Method Scoping Statement was subject to public consultation, which closed on 1
February 2019. All members of the public were able to comment on the content of the
Statement, but the consultation bodies and participants in the Section 1 examination
were specifically invited to comment. The Statement is being refined in the light of
comments received. A summary of the consultation responses is being prepared, and
the resulting changes are to be notified to the Inspector.
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21.

A workshop for stakeholders took place on 29 March 2019. The NEA’s do not intend
to publish an updated methodology following that event, but instead will include
updated methodology in the draft version of the SA.

Queries which have been raised
22.

The Lightwood letter dated 24 October 2018, referred to above, makes the following
contentions. The primary argument is that a SA scoping should have been carried out
for Section 1 as a whole and it is argued that, in the absence of such scoping, it is not
legally compliant. Reference is made to the proposal in the Method Scoping
Statement to change the evaluation framework for the further SA work (as referred to
above). It is suggested (a) that the NEA’s “are attempting to “short-circuit” the
necessary plan-making process of scoping an evaluative SA framework, devising
options, testing alternatives, and consulting on a Plan via a Reg. 18 and Reg. 19
process” and (b) that changes to the SA evaluative framework require a return to this
earlier stage of the plan-making process.

23.

By email from the programme officer of 1 November 2018, the Inspector sought
clarity on two legal aspects. First, in relation to the contention that statutory
consultees were not consulted prior to the Regulation 18 Plan being put forward, the
question was asked: which specific regulations require that statutory consultees are
consulted on the scope of the SA prior to a Regulation 18 plan being prepared?
Second, in the context of a contention that change to the scope of the SA “…requires
a plan-making process outside the (suspended) examination phase, not within it”, the
question was: what is the legal basis for this contention?
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24.

The reply from Lightwood of 5 November 2018 referred to a table at paragraph 013
ID 11-013-20140306 of the NPPG, headed Sustainability Appraisal Process, which
indicates, inter alia, that consultation with the consultation bodies on the scope of the
SA would take place at Stage A, prior to Regulation 18 consultation. The contention
is made: “If the scope is to be changed (as opposed to more options being assessed or
correctly assessed within the SA’s existing framework) there would need to be a new
Reg. 12 scoping consultation to provide the foundation for the altered appraisal. This
would take the process back to prior to the Reg. 18 stage”.

25.

The Inspector’s letter dated 21 November 2018 is written in the light of these
exchanges. The Inspector stated at paragraph 15:
“…on the information currently before me I consider it unlikely that
substantial prejudice to any party would arise specifically from changes
in the evaluation criteria to be used in the further SA work, given the
extent of the proposed consultation process on any such changes.
However, I reserve the right to reconsider that view in the light of any
legal opinion(s) that may be submitted…”

Relevant law (including guidance)
26.

Part 2 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 contains the provisions
relating to the preparation and adoption of local plans. Section 19(5) requires a
sustainability appraisal report in relation to the proposals. There is no reference in the
Act to, let alone any requirement for, a scoping exercise or report. Section 20 relates
to the submission of the local plan for examination. Submission cannot take place
unless the local planning authority have complied with the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012. Section 20(3) requires the
authority to send to the Secretary of State the submission version of the Plan, and
other prescribed documents. The effect of regulations 17, 19 and 22 is that the
8

sustainability appraisal report must be publicised, and submitted under section 20(3).
No requirement is made in relation to any scoping report.

27.

EU Directive 2001/42/EC lays down the requirements for environmental assessment
of plans. Article 5(4) requires the consultation bodies to be consulted “when deciding
on the scope and level of detail of the information which must be included in the
environmental report”. No requirement is specified as to the means by which scope
etc. shall be decided, and there is no requirement for a scoping report.

28.

The Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004 give
effect to the Directive. Regulation 4 identifies the consultation bodies. Regulation 8
requires that, before adoption of a local plan, account shall be taken of “the
environmental report for the plan or programme”. Again, there is no reference to
scoping, or a scoping report, let alone at any specified stage. Regulation 12 prescribes
the content of the environmental report. Regulation 12(5) provides: “When deciding
on the scope and level of detail of the information that must be included in the report,
the responsible authority shall consult the consultation bodies”.

29.

In the Local Planning Regulations 2012 there are two formal consultation stages
(regulations 18 and 19) and further stages are often added. Neither the SEA Directive,
nor the transposing Regulations 2004, nor the Local Planning Regulations 2012
require that SEA takes place at each stage. The requirement is that the Plan cannot be
adopted without consideration of the environmental report. Further, as noted above,
there is no Directive, statutory, or regulation requirement for a scoping opinion. To
recap, the requirement is that the consultation bodies shall be consulted on the “scope
and level of detail of the information that must be included in the report…”. The
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required contents of the report are mandated by regulation 12(3) and Schedule 2 of the
2004 Regulations.

30.

As noted above, there is merely guidance that illustrates the relationship between the
sustainability appraisal process and local plan preparation.

31.

The relationship between the environmental report and the emerging plan was
addressed in the Northern Ireland case of Seaport Investment Limited (2007) NIQB
62. Weatherup J stated at paragraph 47:
“The scheme of the Directive and the Regulations clearly envisages the
parallel development of the environmental report and the draft plan with
the former impacting on the development of the latter throughout the
periods before, during and after the public consultation. In the period
before public consultation the developing environmental report will
influence the developing plan and there will be engagement with the
consultation body on the contents of the report. Where the latter
becomes largely settled, even though as a draft plan, before the
development of the former, then the fulfilment of the scheme of the
Directive and the Regulations may be placed in jeopardy. The later
public consultation on the environmental report and draft plan may not
be capable of exerting the appropriate influence on the contents of the
draft plan…”.

32.

However, the English High Court decision in Cogent Land LLP v. Rochford DC
[2013] JPL 170 addressed the implications of Seaport in detail. The Judge held at
paragraph 124:
“I accept Bellway’s submission that the Claimant’s primary argument
seeks to extend the principles in Forest Heath and Heard…beyond their
proper limit. Those were both cases where the court was satisfied that
no adequate assessment of alternatives had been produced prior to
adoption of the plans in those cases. Although they comment
(understandably) on the desirability of producing an environmental
report in tandem with the draft plan, as does Seaport, neither is
authority for the proposition that alleged effects in an environmental
report cannot be cured by a later document”.
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I emphasise, again, that what is being addressed here is some deficiency in the
environmental report, not any deficiency in relation to scoping. Further, at paragraphs
125-126, the Judge went on to reflect on the “absurdity” of the claimant’s contention
of winding back the clock to the beginning of the process.

Assessment
33.

I referred above (paragraph 23) to the Inspector’s first question in the email of 1
November 2018. The answer is that there is no such requirement in the statutory
scheme.

34.

The Inspector’s second question led to Lightwood’s contention set out at paragraph 24
above. There is no basis in the statutory scheme for this contention. The assertion is
based merely on guidance.

35.

Further, it is unrealistic to say that the process is taking place “outside the
examination phase”. The examination is, of course, paused or suspended. But the
revised SA will be produced, consulted on, and considered at further hearings and
ultimately in the Inspector’s report.

36.

As in Cogent, there is an air of complete unreality in Lightwood’s contentions. The
SA for the combined Section 1 Plans was published in June 2016, in tandem with the
Regulation 18 Preferred Options. Nearly three years have passed, in which there have
been the Regulation 19 Plan with its accompanying SA of June 2017, and the Plan has
been submitted for examination. Examination hearings were held in 2018. The
Inspector issued his first response on 8 June 2018. The NEA’s opted to pursue the
proposals in Section 1, identified further evidence to meet the Inspector’s concerns,
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and appointed new SA consultants; the Inspector paused the examination pending
further work on the evidence and the SA, with a view to hearings resuming later in
2019. There has been extensive consultation with the consultation bodies, and
generally, at every stage. The resumed hearings will consider, no doubt exhaustively,
the adequacy of the entire SA process.

37.

It is relevant to note that until after the first set of hearings (May 2018) no-one had
suggested any failure to consult in accordance with regulation 12(5), i.e. as at June
2016. The issue had not been raised by Lightwood and had not been raised by any of
the consultation bodies. Further, the consultation bodies have been actively engaged
in the plan-making process, making submissions through the plan development and
examination process. Environment Agency, Historic England and Natural England
each submitted hearing statements for the Section 1 examination. None of those
statements raised concerns about the adequacy of the scoping exercise.

Conclusion
38.

I acknowledge that, in hindsight, it might have been preferable for there to have been
a separate scoping report prepared for the common Section 1 Plans in or around June
2016. However, SA was prepared for the June 2016 and June 2017 processes. I am
not aware that it is suggested by anyone that any significant environmental topic was
omitted from those SA’s as a result.

39.

However, the sequence of events does not disclose any breach of the Directive, the
statute, or the two sets of Regulations.

40.

Further, while the Inspector will undoubtedly keep an open mind in relation to the
causing of any prejudice at the end of the entire process, I share his present view as to
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the lack of such prejudice. To put it another way, any breach of the guidance in
relation to scoping is being and will be amply cured by the subsequent processes.

C. LOCKHART-MUMMERY QC
Landmark Chambers
180 Fleet Street
London EC4A 2HG
25th April 2019
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